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Do you love heartwarming stories? I’m thankful for Facebook and Youtube where we can see stories of kindness. 

Recently, I saw one that touched my heart. It was on Ellen. Grab your Kleenexes. (Show clip).  
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  But let’s just say that day Jane and I are in the audience. While everyone else is cheering, I lean over and whisper in 

Jane’s ear, “You know, Ellen gets her money from ISIS?”  Or, “Ellen is a Russian spy and that $10,000 is from Putin.”   

  That’s not just illogical, it’s stupid, yet that’s the scene we find in Luke 11. Jesus does a great miracle, casting out a 

demon. The people marvel, but some of the Jewish leaders whisper, “Jesus can only do that because He’s using Satan’s 

power.” Please turn to Luke 11:14-28 (p. 869).   

  If you think demons aren’t real or that the Devil has a red suit and a pitchfork, you’re sadly mistaken. A vital part of 

Jesus’ ministry is an ongoing battle with Satan and his minions. Several times we find Jesus freeing someone by casting 

out a demon or demons that possess them.  

  There are only two sides. There are only two powers – the Kingdom of God and righteousness or the Kingdom of Satan 

and the forces of evil. In this war of the worlds, there is no Switzerland. You’re on one side or the other. There’s No 

Place for Neutrality.  
  Today most view truth, not as black or white, but rather as consisting of a thousand shades of gray. Words are thrown 

around like spiritual or religious are part of this grayness. The Conventional Wisdom is that there are no sides, no right 

spiritual position. Truth is relative. The popular ultimate truth is that there is no ultimate truth. But Jesus doesn’t give us 

that option.   

  At issue in our text is the source of Jesus’ power and His authority. Is it from Satan or from God? If it’s from God, what 

are the implications? Watching Jesus work requires a decision about who He is. It means that you must choose which 

side you are on.  

  Jesus’ enemies don’t question that He does this miracle, they question how. It’s a blasphemous accusation and Jesus 

puts them in their place. If you’re not for Jesus, you’re against Him. You must choose. There’s No Place for Neutrality. 

Everyone lives and dies in one of these two groups, which also have distinct and opposite eternal consequences. We each 

must answer: Which side am I on? Jesus stated, “Whoever is not with Me is against Me” (vs. 23). So which side are you 

on?  

  This is a tough passage. As we study it, we’ll find that Jesus issues four spiritual principles vital for us to understand. 

First, He was teaching that… 

 

1. There is great power in the demonic world; Jesus’ power is greater. “Now He was casting out a demon that was 

mute. When the demon had gone out, the mute man spoke, and the people marveled.” Personally, I avoid demonic 

movies. I’ve never seen The Exorcist. I don’t want to see the Poltergeist movies or that genre of movies. C.S. Lewis 

(picture) observed that people make one of two errors when it comes to demons: some disregard and dismiss the 

demonic entirely, while others drift into fascination and obsession. A healthy understanding of demonology avoids these 

extremes.  

  Demons exist but they’re not ultimate. Jesus Christ is preeminent. Any consideration of demons must not distract us 

from our primary responsibility to love, trust and obey Him. The biblical approach is awareness of the reality and danger 

of the forces of darkness, yet not fear or obsession.  

  This is one of the shortest miracle stories in the Gospels. Here’s a possessed man. A demon had rendered him mute. 

Demons have power. Matthew tells us that it had made him blind as well. We don’t know for how long. It could have 

been months or years. But the demon was powerful enough to cause a physical disability.  

  Have you ever tried to not talk for a day? Here was a man who wanted to talk, but couldn’t. In that culture, few could 

read or write. Talking was everything. Without it one couldn’t communicate. He’s trapped in his own body. He must 

attempt to communicate his thoughts and feelings by a frustrating combination of facial expressions, body language, 

gestures and sounds that probably he alone understood. He’s chained by a demon to a disability that satisfied its perverse 

pleasure by keeping him inarticulate.  

  Jesus’ power is greater. It’s not even a competition. This miracle also teaches many precious truths about salvation, in 

that Jesus has the power to restore people in body, soul and spirit. It illustrates what happens when we come to Christ. 

Our mouths are restored to their right and proper use. Prior to salvation nothing godly can come from our mouths (James 

3:6) but a lot of filth comes out. It takes God’s power to control our tongues. Just this past week, I was on the phone, 
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hung up and had to confess, “Lord, why did I say that?” Sinful words come so easily. No wonder the Psalmist prayed, 

“Set a guard, O Lord, over my mouth; keep watch over the door of my lips!” (Ps. 141:3). It takes God’s power for us to 

say right and righteous things.  

  Wonderfully, Jesus heals the man. The man is ecstatic. The once mute can’t stop talking. “Thank you Jesus! Praise 

God! I can speak!” And the crowd is amazed. They “marvel,” at least most of them. If you’d been there, how would you 

have responded? If you saw a miracle, how would you respond?  

  There’s no questioning of the miracle and what Jesus did. Everyone knew it was a miracle. Jesus’ enemies attempt to 

turn the miracle into some evil menace. No one, even those who despise Jesus, could make political hay by questioning 

this miracle’s reality. They didn’t say it was magic or some trick. They believe in the miracle.  

  C.S. Lewis writes in his book, Miracles, that those whose faith is in Science will learn “what regularly happens in 

Nature; the norm or rule to which she works. Those who believe in miracles are not denying that there is such a norm or 

rule; they are only saying that it can be suspended. A miracle is, by definition, an exception.” In other words, “A miracle 

is a humanly impossible event that occurs in the natural realm apart from natural causes for the glory of God.”  

  Jesus’ enemies don’t question that Jesus performed a miracle. They did something worse, they attributed Jesus’ power 

to satanic power. It’s a horrible accusation. It’s blasphemy. It’s not a problem of faith, it’s a problem of the heart. Later, 

even those who saw Jesus raise the dead still refused to believe. God’s work caused those who rejected Jesus to accuse 

Him of being in league with Satan.  

  Jesus’ miracles authenticate His victory over Satan. It’s why we must decisively follow Him. This isn’t just a subject to 

banter about for some interesting discussion. Lives and eternal destinies are at stake. You can’t ignore Jesus. You must 

decide for Him or against Him. We either follow Christ into battle on His side, or oppose Him and remain on Satan’s 

side. Amazingly, while the demon submits and obeys Jesus, the religious leaders rebel and falsely accuse Him. That’s 

because… 

 

2. Evil hearts seek to distract to silence a guilty conscience. But some of them said, ‘He casts out demons by 

Beelzebul, the prince of demons’.” We’re engaged in combat with an unseen enemy intent on destroying us: “For our 

struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the powers, against the world forces of this 

darkness, against the spiritual forces of wickedness in the heavenly places” (Eph. 6:12). Satan is real, not some 

impersonal force for evil. He was an angel who rebelled against God and commands a host of evil spirits (called demons) 

who also rebelled against God. He’s called Beelzebul. The KJV term Beelzebub is from the Latin Vulgate but Beelzebul 

is a more accurate translation.  

  The name, Beelzebul is from a time of idolatrous Baal worship and meant, “lord of the temple.” When the king of Israel 

(2 Kings 1:2) was injured, he wanted to inquire of an idol, Baal-zebul, the god of Ekron, whether he’d recover. This term 

is a derisive Hebrew pun which meant, “lord of the flies” or “lord of the dung.” In Jesus’ day it was a popular name for 

Satan. 

  Satan and his demons are committed to harming and destroying God’s supreme creation, the human race. To rewrite the 

Four Spiritual Laws, “Satan hates you and has a terrible plan for your life!” Because God’s purpose is to be glorified 

through the human race, since we’re created in His image, Satan’s purpose is to defile human beings so their lives 

dishonor God. 

  Since man’s Fall in Genesis 3, we’re all born under Satan’s domain. Jesus calls him “the ruler of this world” (John 

12:31).   

  A demon made this man to be unable to speak. While we may not encounter such extreme cases, we must not be lulled 

into thinking that Satan is not alive and well on planet earth in our day. We’re in a spiritual war.  

  Jesus’ enemies know this is a miracle so what they do next is diabolical. Please understand these are religious leaders. 

The greatest enemies of the Gospel often stand behind pulpits and lecture from seminary lecterns. We’re coming into the 

Easter season. There will be specials about Jesus’ resurrection. Religious experts will be trotted out who will slander 

Jesus and the Gospel. There are men and women standing behind pulpits this morning who will tell you that it doesn’t 

matter if Jesus did miracles or if He really rose from the dead, as long as He’s alive in your heart. That’s blasphemy! 

  Faced with the facts, these leaders use a common ploy. They can’t deny the miracle, so they slander the miracle worker. 

The Holy Spirit is convicting our world. Jesus said in John 16:8-9, “When He comes, He will convict the world 

concerning sin and righteousness and judgment: concerning sin, because they do not believe in Me.” You either own 

guilt and repent, or you blame shift and distract. They blame shifted, slandered Jesus, accusing Him of doing this miracle 

in Satan’s power.  

    If you’re godly, if you do what is right, you’ll be slandered. When William Gladstone (picture), the great British 

prime minister, tried to find a way to help London prostitutes, his enemies slandered him, suggesting that he was only 

interested in prostitutes for debauched reasons.   



  If you’re pro-life, you may be accused of being a misogynist. If you believe Scripture teaches homosexuality is wrong, 

you may be accused of hating gays. Jesus was slandered and so are we…and it’s not true. The Bible teaches that co-

habitation and adultery are sin. We’re not adultery haters or co-habitation haters. Sexual sin is sexual sin. We slander 

Scripture if we don’t call sin sin. It’s not hate, it’s truth which must be spoken in love because Jesus came to die for only 

one kind of people, sinners.  

  a. It’s an illogical accusation. “But [Jesus], knowing their thoughts, said to them, ‘Every kingdom divided against 

itself is laid waste, and a divided household falls. And if Satan also is divided against himself, how will his kingdom 

stand? For you say that I cast out demons by Beelzebul. And if I cast out demons by Beelzebul, by whom do your sons 

cast them out? Therefore they will be your judges’.” People hate it when you confront them with the facts, but that’s 

what Jesus does here.  

  The idea of Satan driving out his own demons is dumb. The forces of evil are united and destructive of good, not each 

other. It reveals the hardness of their hearts that they’d slander Jesus. It’s a calculated blasphemy by the Pharisees and 

scribes of immense perversity. The prophet Isaiah talks about how spiritually dangerous this is, “Woe to those who call 

evil good and good evil, who put darkness for light…” (5:20).  

  Pervasive throughout this discourse is the image of competing kingdoms, households, castles, armies. No government, 

house, army or team can survive an internal war. That’s Jesus’ point. It’s impossible. These Jews knew full well the 

destruction caused by a divided Kingdom from their own history. After King Solomon’s reign, the nation split into the 

southern tribes and northern ones. There’s a lesson for us, for the Church here, as well as our local church. Division 

destroys, rendering us impotent.   

  Jesus asks a telling question, “If I cast out demons by Beelzebul, by whom do your sons cast them out? Therefore they 

will be your judges’.” Other Jews, as well as Jesus’ disciples were performing exorcisms. People believed they did it by 

the power of God. So were they on Satan’s team too? Were all who cast out demons in league with the Devil? It was 

silly.  

  Satan does not heal. He brings disease. So why would Satan release the very man he’d muted and enslaved? They miss 

that Jesus proves His divinity and whose side He is on. Did you catch that phrase? “But [Jesus], knowing their 

thoughts.” Only God can read thoughts and has omniscience.  

  b) Skeptics demand a sign in order to believe. “while others, to test Him, kept seeking from Him a sign from heaven.” 

This the group that says, “I can’t believe something I can’t see.” But they had. They just saw a man freed from a demon. 

It fits our scientifically driven world.  

  Evidence is not just scientific. You can’t prove John Wilkes Booth assassinated Lincoln scientifically. It’s historical, 

not scientific evidence.  

  You’ve probably had someone say something like this to you, “I do not believe in anything that’s not physical. I only 

believe what science tells me is true.” So is that idea physical? That’s invoking a first-person perspective—which is 

itself not physical. By the way, the idea that “I cannot believe anything that is non-physical” is itself a non-physical idea. 

  If they wouldn’t believe after seeing this miracle, what sign is enough? That’s the point in Luke 16 where the man in 

Hell said that if his brothers had a sign, they’d believe. The answer is, “No, they wouldn’t.”  

  This is not an intellectual problem. It’s a volitional one. They have chosen to not believe. Nothing will convince 

someone who’s chosen to not believe. This crowd had enough evidence. It’s time to choose. Is that you? Has Jesus given 

you enough evidence and it’s time to choose? Is it a lack of evidence holding you back or is it the pride in your own 

skepticism?   

  It’s a common attitude. Many don’t think they’re hostile to Jesus. They’re willing to consider the claim that Jesus is the 

Son of God and the Savior of sinners. They just want a sign to show them that His claim is true. 

  c) There is infinite power in God’s finger. “But if it is by the finger of God that I cast out demons, then the kingdom of 

God has come upon you.” This is so encouraging! Have you ever said, “I wouldn’t lift a finger”? I don’t have a lot of 

power in my finger, do you? But God does. He doesn’t bring all the armies of heaven to take on Satan’s hellish hordes, 

He just moves His finger. I wonder if it’s His pinky. Wow!  

  This same expression is used for the miraculous power available Moses’ brother, Aaron, in Exodus 8 against the 

magicians of Egypt. They recognized they were no match for God’s finger. Pagan Egyptians acknowledged God’s power 

but ultra-religious Jewish leaders rejected it. Nothing could more clearly demonstrate their condition of spiritual death.   

  Jesus doesn’t wave His arms or pronounce weird incantations. He simply commands demons to leave. God is so 

powerful, we don’t need His hand, just His finger. Stop depending on your own power. Trust God’s! And then... 

 

3. We’re in the midst of spiritual warfare. Jesus exercises His divine authority over Satan. It’s a clear sign that God’s 

Kingdom was coming in Christ. He then gives a short parable about a strong man who’s overcome by a stronger man. 

The strong man represents Satan but Jesus is the stronger man. The reason Jesus goes into Satan’s house (the world) is to 



take Satan’s “possessions” and to “spoil” Satan’s plan. Here’s the vital question: What are Satan’s “possessions?” Those 

without Christ.  

  a) We must realize that while Satan is strong, Jesus is stronger. “When a strong man, fully armed, guards his own 

palace, his goods are safe; but when one stronger than he attacks him and overcomes him, he takes away his armor in 

which he trusted and divides his spoil.” The metaphor moves from a household to a well-armed castle. This strong lord 

is concerned with maintaining the security of his castle. Being a strong man with substantial power and forces, his 

possessions are secure, until someone stronger attacks.  

  The strong man is Satan. His possessions are people like the demon-possessed mute. But the stronger man who takes 

him out is Jesus. Jesus defeated Satan so He could deliver the mute man. Jesus is still taking the strong man’s territory, 

lost sinners like us, in salvation, though our need of rescue is not as obvious as the demon-possessed man.  

  In His incarnation Jesus invaded Satan’s territory, destroyed his armor and weapons, and claimed his spoils – all of the 

descendants of Adam and Eve. Though Satan is permitted limited authority, he’s a defeated enemy. The lion is toothless, 

the dragon has had his fire snuffed out.  

  Jesus is so much stronger than Satan, resistance is futile. One evil man who witnessed Jesus’ superior power firsthand 

was a secretary in China’s Communist Party, Fang Tian Cai. Fang sought to decapitate the leadership of the large 

Christian community in Henan Province. He specifically wanted to kill the well-known pastor, Li Tianen (picture). But 

suddenly, Fang fell out of favor with his superiors and found himself in prison. In the providence of God, Fang ended up 

in the same death row prison cell as Li Tianen. “Are you Li Tianen?” Fang asked, kneeling down and trembling upon 

arrival in the cell. Li said he was. “God in Heaven, you are an awesome power! I was ready to execute you three times, 

but the Jesus you believe in protected you. Marx was not able to save me. Now I believe the Gospel you believe in is 

real.” “Your sins are great,” Li replied, “but God’s grace is greater.” Jesus is still taking Satan’s spoils and rescuing his 

victims.  

  This morning, if you aren’t a Christian, you may resent my assertion that you’re under the control of Satan. Don’t get 

mad at me. The Bible says, “If our gospel is veiled, it is veiled to those who are perishing. The god of this age (Satan) 

has blinded the minds of unbelievers, so that they cannot see the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ who is the 

image of God.” 

  My friend, Jesus came to rescue you from the Satan’s bondage, even if you don’t realize you’re enslaved. Jesus is the 

only one powerful enough to save a soul from Satan’s control. No one can do it in their own will power or moral 

reformation. Even though people can get free of problems like drug or alcoholism through self-help programs, it’s not 

the same as salvation. The focus of those programs is not the glory of God, but rather, the happiness of self. Satan isn’t 

bothered if a drunk gets sober and still goes to hell. What that sinner and every sinner needs is the deliverance only Jesus 

can give. 

  b) We must realize our need for unswerving commitment. Many see no reason to make a decision for or against 

Christianity. Jesus says a non-decision is a decision against Him, “whoever is not with Me is against me, and whoever 

does not gather with Me scatters.” If you’re not with Jesus, you’re harming His Kingdom. You are either on the way, or 

in the way.  

  This is true even in the church. Some worship on Sunday and then go back to their worldly ways for the rest of the 

week. You’re either for Jesus or against Him. “Let it be the settled determination of our minds,” wrote J.C. Ryle 

(picture), “that we will serve Christ with all our hearts, if we serve Him at all. Let there be no reserve, no compromise, 

no half-heartedness.”  

  During the Civil War a man in Kentucky refused to take sides, so he wore a Union Army shirt and Confederate Army 

pants. As a result, he got shot at from both sides! There is no neutrality with Jesus. 

  c) We must realize the need for spiritual replacement, “When the unclean spirit has gone out of a person, it passes 

through waterless places seeking rest, and finding none it says, ‘I will return to my house from which I came.’ And when 

it comes, it finds the house swept and put in order. Then it goes and brings seven other spirits more evil than itself, and 

they enter and dwell there. And the last state of that person is worse than the first.” 

  This is a frightening picture. There can’t be a spiritual vacuum. Maybe you’ve witnessed this. Someone kicks an 

addiction but unless they fill their life with Jesus, they often fall off the wagon. The end results are far worse.  

  Recently, I read Senator George McGovern’s (picture) heartbreaking account of the addiction of his daughter, Terry 

(picture). Terry would be dry for months, even years. Then be always drunk, in and out of rehab. Finally, in a drunken 

stupor, she stumbled out of a bar in Madison in mid-December, passed out and froze to death. Why? She’d get clean, 

sweep out her house but the spiritual void was never filled. That’s the picture Jesus paints for us here.  

  What do they say in AA? “Hi, my name is Scott and I’m an alcoholic.” And we should be thankful for AA and other 

programs, but they leave a dangerous vacuum. There is a world of difference between “Hi, my name is Scott, and I’m an 

alcoholic” and “Hi, my name is Scott, I’m now a Christian and I was an alcoholic.” That’s what 1 Corinthians 6:9-11 



says, “Do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived: neither the 

sexually immoral, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor men who practice homosexuality, nor thieves, nor the greedy, nor 

drunkards, nor revilers, nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God. And such were some of you. But you were 

washed, you were sanctified, you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of our God.” It’s 

the difference between reformation and regeneration. Much of what is passed off as Christianity is little more than 

therapeutic moralism. It’s dangerous because it leaves the soul empty, waiting for a new tenant. It’s not salvation.  

  How horrible! This man has one evil spirit leave, only to return to the empty soul. In the end he’s possessed by eight. 

But when you come to Christ, not only is Satan evicted, you have a new Spirit. At salvation we’re indwelt by the Holy 

Spirit. Our bodies become His temple. If a demon comes back, knocks on the door of your life, God’s Spirit answers and 

tells him there’s no vacancy. Your life is owned by Jesus and is under new management.  

  Christianity is not a long list of “Do Nots.” It’s a blessed list of “Do.” It’s pulling the weeds and replacing them with 

the fruit of the Spirit. Yet, much of what the professing church does is little more than sweeping out houses.  

  God hasn’t called us to reform society but to share His message of regeneration. We don’t need a new start; our only 

hope is a new heart. A couple might be going through a rocky time in their marriage and want to save it. They think 

adding church-going might have that effect, so they start going to church on Sundays to strengthen their marriage. That 

doesn’t make them Christians, it simply makes them church-goers.  

  Billy Sunday (picture) used to say, “An alcoholic can quit drinking, but unless he invites Jesus to come into his life and 

forgive his sins, it just means that he’ll go to hell sober.” If I asked: How do you know you’re a Christian, don’t say, 

“Because I don’t do ____ or I do ____” The biblical answer is: Because I’ve been born again and I know Christ is 

dwelling in my heart. Finally… 

 

4. Spiritual victory is the blessing of those who hear and obey the Word of God. “As He said these things, a woman 

in the crowd raised her voice and said to Him, ‘Blessed is the womb that bore you, and the breasts at which you nursed!’ 

But He said, ‘Blessed rather are those who hear the Word of God and keep it’!” Jesus had a great mother, Mary. 

Scripture says that she was blessed among women. But Jesus wouldn’t allow this woman to make the mistake of 

thinking that standing before God has anything to do with biological background.  

  Mary was blessed to be the mother of Jesus. His response doesn’t deny this, but He does correct the direction of her 

thoughts. In effect, He says: “Natural family ties are not the point; the point is to hear God’s Word and do it.” You won’t 

get into heaven because your Daddy was a preacher or your Mom was a saint. God doesn’t have any grandchildren, only 

children. If you were raised in a Christian home, be grateful. But it doesn’t make you a Christian. Being born in a 

Christian home doesn’t make you a Christian any more than being born in a bakery makes you a biscuit! 

  Following Jesus means there’s No Neutrality. The person who’s decidedly with Jesus doesn’t merely mouth pious 

platitudes; rather, he/she hears what Jesus says and acts on it. The Bible is clear that saving faith is obedient faith (Rom. 

15:18; 16:26). Jesus’ authority over demonic forces shows that He is both Savior and Lord. Each person must choose 

sides in this spiritual war. Having heard the Word of God, we must now act on it in obedience to Jesus or else we’re 

opposed to Him and in league with Satan. 

  Mary, the mother of Jesus, was blessed because she heard the Word of God and obeyed it. Jesus’ beatitude rests on all 

who do the same. It was available to the crowd listening to Him that day.  

  This puts the highest blessing of God within the reach of all of us. There are two steps to blessedness: hear the Word of 

God and obey it. We must listen to the Word of God carefully. We must hear it with understanding and know what it 

means. But it’s not enough. We must obey it and do what it says!  

 

Conclusion: New York City pastor, Tim Keller, (picture) shared that in 1970 God used a Sunday School teacher to 

change his life with a simple illustration.  

  The teacher said, “Let’s assume the distance between the earth and the sun (92 million miles) was reduced to the 

thickness of this sheet of paper. If that were the case, then the distance between the earth and the nearest star would be a 

stack of papers 70 feet high. And the diameter of the galaxy would be a stack of papers 310 miles high.”  

  Then, the teacher added, “The galaxy is just a speck of dust in the universe, yet Jesus holds the universe together by the 

word of His power.”  

  Finally, the teacher asked her students, “Now, is this the kind of person you ask into your life to be your assistant?” 

Obviously, the answer is, “Of course not!”  

  Jesus holds the universe together by the word of His power. He’s infinitely powerful. He demonstrated His power by 

the miracles He did. Now Jesus asks each of us which side are we on. There’s No Place for Neutrality. As A.B. 

Simpson wrote in his hymn, What will you do with Jesus? Neutral you cannot be; Someday your heart will be asking, 

“What will He do with me?”  



  There are only two options and two spiritual kingdoms. Which one are you a part of? Jesus has already defeated Satan. 

He defeated Satan at the cross! It could be you haven’t yet trusted Jesus as your Lord and Savior. Maybe you don’t even 

realize you’re in bondage to the Devil.  

  Is your life full of the wrong things right now? Please don’t think the answer is to clean up and get rid of the junk. You 

must invite Jesus into your heart to fill the emptiness there. It’s never too late to do that.  

  Are you for Jesus, or against Him? Is your life drawing people to Jesus, or pushing them away? Jesus always saw things 

in black and white. There’s no middle ground. There are only two spiritual positions. Whose side are you on? My friend, 

are you saved or lost? If you don’t know Jesus as your personal Savior, come to Him today. Let Him come into your 

heart and life!  


